Team in Action (FMBE teams in action at work)
This category is intended to be less about the photographer, more about the industrious moments where the work is put in, that quite often get
unnoticed.

MKTG with Cadbury

Ring by Gekko

Preparing for a an Easter surprise in
Loch Ness isn’t simple, as this
behind the scense shot reveals

Sometimes field marketers make a
small space go a long way as here,
helping UK shoppers to understand
the value of US Samarthome new
brand Ring.

IQOS store
A consultative approach is getting
the message across

Crème Egg by Promohire
Crème Egg cheffing

Co-op 1 by Fresh
Magnum by McCurrach

Rolls Royce by Energy

Focus on the product!

A polished performance on show at
Goodwood FOS

HP by McCurrach

Toyota by MKTG

Taking pride in the merchandise

How the car becomes the star

More Th>n by CSM Live

HP by McCurrach

Samsung by Undercurrent

The team get in the frame before
More Th>n’s very photogenic pets
event

Keeping a measure of performance
in store

The calm before the festival storm

Co-op brand ambassadors delivering
a trolley-load of bags as the
excitement builds before launch day.

Canon by Big Picture
Hopefully this picture from Big
Picture of the Canon salesman and
his cameras was taken using a
Canon!

Co-op 2 by Fresh
A very serious rabbit gets the
samples ready
Costco 1 by Fizz
A charismatic ‘at work’ shot.

Costco 2 by Fizz
The team are getting ready for a
major new sampling launch

Heineken by McCurrach
Dell demo for REL Field Marketing

So that’s what a mystery shopper
looks like!

O2 by Visual Thinking
Consultative sales in action

Sometimes all you need is a product
you believe in and this shot captures
that

Crème Egg by Xquisite PR
A very attentive build in progress

